


























Abstract:# By' combining' rotational' spectroscopy' in' supersonic'
expansion' with' the' capability' of' stateJofJtheJart' quantumJchemical'
computations' in' accurately' determining' structural' and' energetic'
properties,' the' genuine' nature' of' a' sulfurJsulfur' chalcogen' bond'
between' dimethyl'sulfide' and'sulfur' dioxide' has'been'unveiled' in'a'
gasJjet' environment' free' from' collision,' solvent' and' matrix'
perturbations.' A' SAPT' analysis' pointed' out' that' electrostatic' S···S'
interactions'play'the'dominant'role'in'determining'the'stability'of'the'
complex,' largely'overcoming'dispersion'and'CJH···O'hydrogenJbond'
contributions.' Indeed,' in' agreement' with' the' analysis' of' the'




equilibrium'structure' for' the' heavyJatom'backbone'of' the'molecular'
complex' has' been' determined,' which' is' characterized' by' a' S∙∙∙S'
distance'(2.947(3)'Å)'well'below'the'sum'of'van'der'Waals'radii.'
Among'chemical'elements,'sulfur'is'widespread'in'nature,'and'in'
particular' in' biologically' active' natural' products,[1]' where' it'
strongly' affects' molecular' recognition' mechanisms.[1,2]' As' a'
consequence,' the' effect' of' substitution' of' oxygen' by' sulfur' on'
many'properties' is'of'particular'relevance'in'biochemistry[3]'and'
chemical'reactivity.[4]'Therefore,'the'investigation'of'the'changes'
occurring' in' structural,[5]' chemicalJphysical[6]' and' spectroscopic'
properties[7]'upon'such'substitution'is'of'much'general'interest.'
In' parallel,' nonJcovalent' chalcogenJbond' interactions' have'
attracted'much' attention' because' of' the' fundamental' role' they'
play' in' different' fields' such' as' catalysis,[8]' drug' design,[1]' selfJ
assembly'processes,[9]'and'crystal'packing.[10]'Understanding'the'
mechanisms' at' the' basis' of' these' technological' processes'
requires' the' characterization' of' the' directionality,' strength,' and'
nature' of' such' interactions[11]' ' as' well' as' a' comprehensive'
analysis'of'their'competition'with'other'nonJcovalent'bonds,'also'







analysis' and' characterization' of' the' sulfur···sulfur' noncovalent'
chalcogen'interactions.'A'step'forward'in'this'direction'requires,'
in' addition' to' the' elucidation'of' the'contributions' stabilizing' the'
interaction,'the'accurate'knowledge'of'the'structural'parameters'
involved' in' such' linkage.' Dimethyl' sulfide' (DMS)' is' a' good'
candidate'because'the'lack'of'SH'bonds'avoids'any'competition'






chemical' (QC)' calculations,' thus' relying' on' their' capability' to'
unveil' the' genuine' nature' of' nonJcovalent' interactions' in' an'






set' (CBS)' ' limit' and' by' the' inclusion' of' the' coreJvalence' (CV)'
contribution,' both'at' the'MP2' level.[19]' This' optimized' geometry'
(hereafter' referred' to'as' “cheap”)'straightforwardly'provided' the'
equilibrium'rotational'constants' (Be),'which'were'then'corrected'
for' vibrational' effects[20]' obtained' at' the' B2PLYPJD3/maugJccJ
pVTZJdH'level[21,22]'in'order'to'obtain'the'vibrational'groundJstate'
rotational'constants'(B0,'see'Table'1).'The'B2PLYPJD3/maugJccJ
pVTZJdH' cubic' and' semiJdiagonal' quartic' constants' were' also'
used'to'derive'the'centrifugalJdistortion'parameters'by'means'of''




Guided' by' quantumJchemical' calculations,' the' rotational'
spectrum'of'the'main'isotopic'species'of'the'DMSJSO2'complex'
was' recorded,' as' detailed' in' the' Experimental1 Section,' and'
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abundant' isotopologue' species' and' the' accurate' quantumJ
chemical1predictions'led'to'minimal'amounts'of'searching'on'the'
narrowJbandwidth' spectrometer,' and' to' the' detection' of' 7'
isotopologues'(i.e.,'the'parent'species,'and'the'singly'substituted'
34S,'33S,'13C,'18O'isotopologues)'in'natural'abundance.'Fits'of'the'
observed' transitions' (detailed' lists,' for' each' isotopologue,' are'
given' in' Tables' S1JS7' of' the' SI)' were' carried' out' using' the'






nonJspherical' nuclear' charge' distribution' (33S' nuclear' spin,' I1 ='
3/2)'with'a'nonzero'electric'field'gradient'at'the'nucleus,'and'the'





split' into' a' Doppler' pair' arising' from' the' coaxial' arrangement' of' the' jet' and'




While' a' full' account' of' the' spectroscopic' parameters' resulting'
from'the'fits'is'provided'in'the'SI,'Table'1'collects'the'computed'
(only' for' the' main' isotopologue)' and' experimental' rotational'
constants.' The' comparison' between' the' calculated' and'









34SO2'···S(CH3)2' 3484.0255(41)' 1477.70534(28)' 1203.85113(20)'
SO2'···34S(CH3)2' 3473.9912(39)' 1475.64069(27)' 1203.70117(19)'
SO2'···33S(CH3)2' 3481.9380(90)' 1486.51807(47)' 1209.96356(26)'
33SO2'···S(CH3)2' 3487.028(10)' 1487.57426(31)' 1210.03633(20)'
S18O16O'···S(CH3)2' 3414.9948(81)' 1475.98433(27)' 1194.47542(27)'
SO2···S(13CH3)(12CH3)' 3438.8559(56)' 1484.77801(20)' 1203.33928(20)'
[a]' Numbers' in' parenthesis' are' 1σ' uncertainties' in' the' least'
significant'digit.'[b]'Values'obtained'from'theory'(see'text).''
Similarly,' computed' spectroscopic' constants' were' obtained' for'
the'other'isotopic'species'investigated,'also'including,'for'the'33SJ
containing' isotopologues,' the' nuclear' quadrupole' coupling'
constants.'The'corresponding'results'are'found'in'the'SI.''
Computations' were' also' extended' to' the' evaluation' of' the'




correlation' energies' extrapolated' using' different' formulae[27,28].'
The'total'electronic'energy'was'then'corrected'for'the'zeroJpoint'
energy'(ZPE)'contribution'obtained'at'the'B2PLYPJD3/mJaugJccJ
pVTZJdH' anharmonic' level' as' well' as' for' the' basisJset'
superposition'error'(BSSE)[29],'thus'leading'to'a'final'value'of'23.5'
kJ/mol'(a'full'account'is'given'in'the'SI).''
The' investigation'of'7' isotopologues'opens' the'way' for'a'semiJ
experimental'(SE)'determination'of'the'equilibrium'structure.'This'
was' obtained' by' a' leastJsquares' fit' of' the' B0’s' of' the' 7'
isotopologues' corrected' by' computed' vibrational' contributions,'
employing'the'MSR'software[30],'with'all'rotational'constants'being'
equally'weighted.'The'lack'of'data'due'to'the'missing'information'
on' deuterated' species' has' been' overcome' by' fixing' all'
parameters' involving' hydrogen' atoms' to' the' corresponding'
computed' values.' Two' different'SE' equilibrium'structures'were'
determined' by' using' fixed' constraints' for' the' hydrogenJrelated'
geometrical' parameters' calculated' either' at' the' B2PLYPJ
D3/maugJccJpVTZJdH'(reSE(B2PLYP))'or'by'means'of'the'“cheap”'
scheme'(reSE(cheap)).'Both'calculations'were'corrected'by'using'
B2PLYPJD3/maugJccJpVTZJdH' vibrational' corrections' and'
provided' very' similar' structural' parameters.' In' parallel,' a'
vibrationallyJaveraged'structure'r0,'was'also'computed'by'fitting'







the' “cheap”' and' B2PLYPJD3/maugJccJpVTZJdH' equilibrium'
values,'respectively.'A'selection'of'structural'parameters'is'given'
in' Figure' 2,' there' comparing' re(cheap)' to' reSE(cheap)' and' r0,'
where' for' the' latter' a' generic' r0' is' provided' because' the' two'
strategies'mentioned'above'led'to'very'similar'results'(see'SI).''
'
Figure# 2.' The' DMSJSO2' complex:' selected' structural' parameters' (bond'
distances'in'Å'and'angles'in'degrees).'Computed're(cheap)'in'pink,'reSE'(cheap)'
in'black,'and'vibrationallyJaveraged' r0' in'violet.'The'principal' inertia'axes'are'
also'shown.'





of' wellJestablished' models.' The' nature' of' the' interJmolecular'




dispersion' and' induction' are' comparable' in' magnitude,' and'
altogether'are' larger'than'the'exchange'contribution'(see'SI' for'
details),' with' the' overall' binding' energy' (J30.74' kJ/mol' +' zero'
point' correction)' in' a' good' agreement' with' the' "cheap"' value'
(EB(equilibrium)=' J30.00' ' kJ/mol,' EB(equilbrium+ZPE)' =' J24.95' kJ/mol,'
EB(equilbrium+ZPE+BSSE)='J23.46'kJ/mol).'
A' detailed' analysis' of' the' electron' charge' rearrangement'
occurring'upon'binding'of'DMS'to'SO2'has'been'carried'out'by'
means' of' the' soJcalled' Natural' Orbital' for' Chemical'
Valence/ChargeJDisplacement' (NOCV/CD)' scheme.[32]' In' the'
NOCV/CD' framework,' the' overall' charge' rearrangement'
!"'(x,y,z)' ' (whose' formal' definition' is' given' in' the' SI)' can' be'
decomposed'into'a'weighed'sum'of'a'few'important,'chemically'
meaningful' components,' !"'k.' A' suitable' integration' of' these'









the' atoms' suggesting' electron' sharing' as' a' component' part' of'
their' interaction.' As' fully' detailed' in' the' SI,' the' overall' charge'
rearrangement'is'almost'entirely'recovered'by'the'first'and'most'








In' weakly' bound' and' van' der' Waals' complexes,' only' small'
changes' in' electric' nuclear' quadrupole' coupling' constants' are'

























to' the' stabilization' of' the' complex' is' due' to' the' interaction'
between'the'S'lone'pair'of'DMS'and'the'SJO'antibonding'orbital'
of' SO2.' ' Furthermore,' NBO' charges' point' out' a' large' charge'
transfer'flowing'from'sulfur'in'DMS,'through'sulfur'in'SO2,'to'the'
oxygen'atoms,'which'increase'their'negative'charges'(see'Table'
S13.2).' These' results' are' in' full' agreement' with' the' other'














the' stabilization' energy' of' typical' van' der'Waals' complexes.[41]'
The'model' requires' that' the' straightJline' joining' the' centersJofJ
mass'of'the'two'partners'in'the'complex'is'nearly'parallel'to'the'
aJaxis,' as' is' actually' the' case' for' the' DMSJSO2' adduct.' The'












?7 = ,@: )*ABC
: ' ' ' ' ' ' ' (2)'
This' gives' a' result' of' EB1=' J43.6(6)' kJ/mol,' which' significantly'
differs' from' the' value' predicted' by' the' “cheap”' scheme' (see'
above)' of' J23.5' kJ/mol.' As' the' accuracy' of' the' spectroscopic'
constants'and' the' reSE' structure'obtained'by' the' “cheap”'model'








sulfurJsulfur' noncovalent' interaction' has' been' unveiled,' which'
largely'prevails'over'the'CJH···O'hydrogen'bonds.'Both'the'NBO'
and'NOCV/CD'approaches' point' out' a'marked'charge' transfer'
involving'the'sulfur'atoms,'also'confirmed'by'the'33S'quadrupole'
coupling'constant'analysis.'The'electrostatic'contribution'to'the'SJ
S' interaction' plays' a'dominant' role' in' stabilizing' the'molecular'
adduct' according' to' a' SAPT' analysis.' The' computed' binding'
energy' value' points' out' that' the' strength' of' the' sulfurJsulfur'
interaction'is'similar'to'that'typical'in'neutral'hydrogen'bonds.'A'
not' less' important' result' of' the' present' study' is' the' accurate'
structural' characterization'of' the'DMSJSO2'complex.'This' relies'
on'the'semiJexperimental'equilibrium'structure'approach,'applied'
for' the' first' time' to' a' molecular' complex,' which' combines'
computed' vibrational' corrections' with' the' experimentally'
determined' rotational' constants' of' seven' isotopologues.' It' is'
noteworthy' that' the' semiJexperimental' equilibrium' structure' is'






in' Ar' (99.999%' purity)' at' stagnation' pressure' of' 1' bar.' Initial'
measurements' were' made' using' the' broadband' IMPACT''
(InJphase/quadratureJphaseJModulation' PassageJAcquiredJCoherence'
technique)' spectrometer[42]' between' 7J16' GHz.' Further' measurements'
were' made' using' the' COBRA' (Coaxially' Aligned' Beam' Resonator'
Arrangement)' Fourier' Transform' Microwave' spectrometer[43],' which'
prolongs'the'observation'time'compared'to'a'FabryJPerot'type'cavity'setup'
used' in' the' style' of' Balle' and' Flygare[44]' to' record' molecular' signals,'
primarily'rotational'transitions.'
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